Working in collaboration with
the NHS
CareFlow Vitals – Paediatric Early
Warning Scores
CareFlow Connect – Managing
Escalation Pathways

CareFlow Vitals is our market-leading electronic
observation and decision support system, designed
to improve patient safety and outcomes. It displays
and analyses patient vital signs to identify deteriorating
conditions and provides risk scores to trigger escalation
pathways using our clinical communication system, CareFlow
Connect. Our latest project has involved working in partnership with
clinicians at Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust, to develop their
Paediatric Early Warning Score (PEWS) model in CareFlow Vitals.
A research team based at Alder Hey Children’s
approached System C seeking support for a study
to evaluate whether active monitoring using digital
technology can help staff identify and respond to early
signs of deterioration in children. Following development
of an age-specific PEWS model, together with sepsis
screening, Alder Hey are now processing thousands of
vital sign observations using System C’s CareFlow Vitals
solution.

Paediatric-specific challenges
Deterioration in children in hospital is a problem.
However, the way children deteriorate is different to
adults and there is not enough evidence that the adult
risk model is effective or appropriate for children.

CareFlow Vitals already offered age-specific paediatric
EWS models and the research team at Alder Hey wished
to capitalise on this capability in order to provide an even
more effective clinical tool. Like adults, progression of
deterioration to critical status is strongly associated with
poor outcomes. The consequences of failing to rescue a
child before they suffer a cardiac arrest are catastrophic.
The outcomes for in-hospital cardiac arrest are only
marginally better than a cardiac arrest out of hospital. Half
do not survive resuscitation and a quarter of survivors are
left with a severe acquired brain injury.
The importance of accurate calculations of age-specific
EWS and the subsequent escalation to the correct
clinical team has a huge positive impact on the patient
and their family as well as care providers.

“Vitals Paediatric
offers a digital end-toend solution to the problem
of deterioration in children in
hospital. This gives hospitals
the ability to actively monitor
patients for signs associated
with deterioration, track
escalation and response
and produce safety
reports.”

The identification of patients at risk of sepsis and the escalation
of this risk is of equal importance to the monitoring of PEWS. The
same level of support provided for PEWS is also available within the
CareFlow Vitals and Connect solutions. Integrated workflow within the
solution ensures the clinician is guided through the sepsis process and
any escalations, seamlessly.

Escalation Pathways
Researchers at Alder Hey will also examine the escalation process
using CareFlow Connect, System C’s clinical communications app, to
enhance clinical team situation awareness through escalations and
alerting, task management and patient tagging.

Our solution

The collaborative work and solution design being conducted with
the research team at Alder Hey Children’s has already delivered key
features:
• Standard vital signs using age-specific PEWS, in real-time,
including NICE sepsis monitoring
• Neurological observations
• Glucose monitoring
• Push laboratory results to the mobile device
• Active monitoring – standardised, real-time data, clinical support,
reducing the human error factor
• Implementation fidelity – monitoring completeness, frequency,
chronology, automated alerts and safety metrics
• Large data – improving accuracy of analysis

Proven benefits from other live sites

Data analysis and reporting

•

The collaboration agreement in place with System
C and the research team at Alder Hey, also
includes three universities: University of Liverpool,
Edge Hill University and Lancaster University.
These organisations will provide the data
analytical support which will be crucial for this
pioneering research study. Additionally, System
C’s Business Intelligence toolset is being used to
provide operational, as well as bespoke reporting
capabilities for the Trust.
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•

Improved clinical outcomes:
- through more accurate EWS calculation and
improved escalation and awareness of deteriorating
patients
- through improved recognition of early signs of sepsis
- through an increase in eObs completion, resulting in a
reduction of mortality
Cash releasing value:
- through a reduction in stationery costs associated
with observation charts and reports
Non-cash releasing value:
- through a reduction in nursing time associated with
conducting observation assessments and
management reporting
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A summary of the Alder Hey research protocol
can be viewed at:
https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN61279068
Watch our latest webinar on this research project:
systemc.com/events/webinar/
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